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87/88-64

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Monday, February 1, 1988 Room 146, College of Law

The Faculty Senate convened in regular session at 3:00 p.m. on Monday,
February 1, 1988, in Room 146 of the College of Law. Fifty-seven members were
present. Presiding Officer of the Senate Thomas R. Rehm presided.

SENATE MEMBERS PRESENT: Alearnoni, Andreas, Atwater, Austin, Bulo, Bootnan,
Carranza, Cartee, Chen, Cosgrove, Cusanovich, Daly,
Epstein, Ewbank, Fagan, Fahey, Fenstermacher, Figler,
Fleming, Ganapol, Goetinck, Hasselmo, Hershberger,
Hetrick, Irvina, Jones, Koffler, Krutzsch, Larson,
Logan, Mautner, McConnell, McCullough, McGraw, I'lishel,
Paplanus, Peterson, Phipps, Reed, Rehm, Ridge, Roemer,
Rollins, Sander, Silverman, Smerdon, Smith, Sobelman,
Stander, Streitmatter, Swaim, Tuchi, Watson, Weiss,
Wilkening, witte, and Woolfenden. Dr. Robert Sankey
served as Parliamentarian.

SENATE MEERS ABSENT: Aquilano, Bayless Beigel, Boynton, Brown, Butler,
Chase, Chisholm, Consroe, Cunningham, Dickstein,
Drake, Fulginiti Horak, Marcus, J. O'Brien, S.

O'Brien, Parsons, Patterson, Ruiz, Sharkey, Sigelman,
Stedman, Steelink, Tollin, Tornizuka, and Woodard.

MINUTES OF JANUARY 18, 1988: Dr. Rehm reported that the minutes from the
meeting of January 18 would be sunitted for approval at the March meeting.

AGENDA RE-ORDERING: Dr. Rehrn said that item 10 on the agenda, annual report
from the Senate representative to the Intercollegiate Athletics Coiïrnìttee,

would be changed to item 6.5 if there were no objections.

WELCOME TO CHAIR OF COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES: Dr. Rehm welcomed Dr. Jay B.
Angevine, Jr., Chair of the General Faculty Committee on Committees, who was in
attendance at this meeting.

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY: No report.

REPORT FROM THE PROVOST OF THE UNIVERSITY: No report.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FACULTY: Dr. Rehm said that the General
Faculty elections are proceeding, and some completed Nominating Petitions have
been received. He said that petitions will be available until February 5. He
also announced that Donald Shropshire, President of the Arizona Board of
Regents, would address the Senate at its March 7 meeting. He noted that copies
of Chapter 5 of the University Handbook for Appointed Personnel had been placed
on Senators' desks today, and that a vote would be requested at the March 7
meeting regarding the changes recorrrnended by the Academic Personnel Policy
Committee.

REPORT FROM THE SRETARY OF THE FACULTY: No report.

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OFASUA: Senator Carranza said that ASA ard ASUA
have been active in Phoenix with legislative matters. One of the primary bills
of interest is Senate Bill 1051 which seeks to exempt dormitory-type develop-
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ments from landlord-tenant laws requiring that landlords not charqe more than a
month and a half rent in advance. He said that AS?\ this weekend voted to not
support this bill, and they have been meeting with a number of legislators
concerning it. Senator Carranza reported that ASA will be hostina a lunch for
members of the House and Senate this week, and that 47 leqislators have
confirmed their attendance plans. He said ASA would present its legislative
agenda at this luncheon.

Senator Carranza said that during February ASUA, on behalf of the Pegents HEC
Task Force, will coruct a student survey to obtain student perspective on the
quality of undergraduate education; faculty cotnents will be welcome he said.

Senator Carranza also reported the Student Awareness Program is underway. This

program has administrators and members of the Board of Peqents accompany a
student through a typical day. He said that a number of deans had confirmed
they will participate in the program.

In conclusion, Senator Carranza said that, at the next Faculty Senate Fxecutive
Caniittec meetinq, he plans to request Senate agenda time for discussion of a
Martin Luther King holiday. i-Ic said that such discussion has already occurred
at ASO and HAU, and he requested that Senators send him any comments they might
have on this subject so that he could include them in his presentation to the
Senate Executive Coitinittee.

REPORT FROM THE ACADEMIC PERSONNEL POLICY COi1ITTEE: No report.

REPORT FROM THE BUDGET POLICY COMMITTEE: No report.

REPORT FROM THE INSTRUCTION & CURRICULUJI POLICY COMMITTEE: No report.

REPORT FROM THE RESEARCH POLICY COMMITTEE: No report.

REPORT FROM THE STUDENT AFFAIRS POLICY COMMITTEE: No report.

ANNUAL REPORT FROM THE FACULTY SENATE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE INTERCOLLEGIATE

ATHLETICS COMMITTEE: Dr. Nary Hendrix addressed the Senate on the key issues
coverea in her renort (copy at tne full report wiJi be distributed with Senate
Minutes as soon as possible after additional reauested material can he
appended): (1) the Subcommittee on the Academic Prooress of Student Athletes,

apnoint in entember of 19h6, (2) d new policy regarding non-rosictent
students adopted by the Board of Regents, effective September 1988; (3) an
analysis of team sports' OPAs as they might relate to class time missed by
student athletes; (4) the issues of professional agents and the recruiting of

student athletes; (5) current NCAA discussions concerned with limiting freshman
participation in football and basketball prograris during their initial year of
enrollment; and (6) pronosed criteria established for sponsorship of new
soorts.

Senator Paplanus: "You mentioned that of those comeleting eligibility in 1985-
86, 74 percent either graduated or applied for graduation or were full-time or
part-time students, arid that in 1986-87, 75 percent were in those categories.
hat percentage of each group actually graduated?" Dr. Hendrix said she didn't

have those statistics in front of her, but that approximately 25-35 percent
graduated in each group.
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Senator Mautner asked how the figures of 74 and 75 percent compare to the
student bxy in general, and to athletes at other reputable reputations such as
Stanford and Penn State. Dr. Hendrix said she didn't have that information on
hand, but would be happy to obtain it from the Admissions off i' enator
Mautner said the report mentioned 22 freshmen with "borderline" scores; he
wondered what percentage this represented of incoming freshmen. Dr. Hendrix
said she would be glad to check on that information as well, and submit an
addendum to the Senate. Dr. Rehm added that there appeared to be two i teïis

requested: how many total freshmen in the nertinent years and secondly, some
comparison with campus-wide figures.

APPROVAL OF CURRICULAR MATERIAL: Dr. Rehm reported the following changes to
Curriculum Bulletin Vol. 12, No. 6: Items I(i) and III (Drama section) were
deleted, and will be submitted in a future Curriculum Bulletin. It was then
moved (motion 87/88-28) and seconded to approve the Curriculum Bulletin as
noted, and unanimously approved.

DISCUSSION ON RESEARCH POLICY COMMITTEE DRAFT PROPOSALS: To provide some back--
ground prior to discussion, Senator Witte read aloud the Research Policy
Committee's charge: "which deals with such matters as secrecy policy, research
policy, research parks, interaction with industry, patent policy, Arizona
Research Laboratory, research institutes, human and animal research, and
safety." Since the coiuittee's inception, she said, it has dealt with issues
related to Technology Transfer, working closely with the Vice President for
Research and the Technology Transfer Committee. She said the draft policies
distributed to the Senate in November, and again with today's meeting call,
were the result of several years of work. At the last Senate meeting, Senator
Witte said she had been presented with an extensive document, representing
additional concerns of the administration on a number of issues, and since that
meeting she had received another large group of documents from the University
Attorney's office. She said she believed it would be beneficial if she
explained the philosophy behind the draft proposals and then highlighted some
of the detail in the policies themselves.

"I think it's time for the Faculty Senate to provide feedback formally rather
than for us to ore-digest it and bring it to you. I don't think any university
has resolved the issues very well and, therefore, if we are able through
dialogue and discussion to come up with a policy, it could easily be one of the
best policies in the country regarding this issue, and not a policy formed as
the result of having instances of research fraud come up on the campus. We are
acting in a more preventive fashion rather than reacting to a situation.

"Is there a problem that has to be dealt with regarding research fraud, facili-
ties misuse, and conflict of commitment? I don't really think that we should
spend very much time on that. I brought one book, '}3etrayers of the Truth,'
which has a very good discussion and details on fraud in research in the halls
of science, and as a medical faculty member, I think I'm somewhat of an author-
ity on this, since most of the really bad cases that have hit the press and
have involved the public and the public's health, have come out of medical
schools and teaching hospitals. The federal government has mandated through
NSF and NIH that research policies be in place, and they have specified certain
guidelines that must be followed, but beyond those guidelines each institution
can then work through the procedures that they think are best.

-

"Regarding the second issue, relating to the dangers as well as the benefits of
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Technology Transfer, I would refer you to this book, 'Biotechnology: The Uni-

versity Industrial Complex,' and this details what has happened on other

cpuSeS, the problems that have developed. I think our policies should be to
niaxirnize the benefits of interaction with industry while avoiding sorne of the

real dangers relating to throwing anv things that are really riding on the
public domain into the market place. Public monies have been spent, the
public's health and welfare very much depends on many of the things that
develop in a university setting, and it's clear that if we do go to the market-

place it has to be under rather wall watched guidelines.

She said thi3 is a faculty matter because there are no specific University

procedures in place. "Other than the Research Policy Committee, whose charge
definitely fails into this area, we have no faculty procedures. Right flow,

there are only administrative rolicies where the faculty rrmber requests per-
mission from the department head or dean, and certain documents go up and down

ïn the administrative process. Lut there is no faculty oversight. So is this

a faculty matter? Our coitrittec obviously feels strongly it is. In our dis-

cussions with the ITsearch office and the Technology Transfer Coniittee they

have been extremely supportive that it certainly is that.

"The documents from the Provost's office, and from the University Attorney's

office, I discussed at length iitn Elizabeth Buchanan, and I really don't think

there i s a arcat :i loothì cal di f fr3nc nere , and I don ' t think ' il navc

difficulty gettrig tne lanouaqc toqeter ircGr ortq ' oint' ' ì t u

providing there is no question that if there is a problem, it is faculty

business. Er there on, certain principies must apply, for instance due

process for the accused, consisting of expeditious, accurate and fair peer

review. The second is a very specific problem: protection of the informant or

wruistle-hlower. In many of these cases the people who have been guilty of

fraud, even found guilty throuqh these procedures, have often escaped and gone

on to other institutions, whereas the whistle-blower almost always has ended up

losing a job or having the greatest harm done to him. In this setting, there

has to be some type of confidentiality up until a point. This is an area that

NSF and NIH are grappling with. I don't think they have the answers.

"The third item is conformity with federal guidelines. There are certain

guidelines that must be met, and again, I don't see any problem with our

meeting those guidelines. If there is any disagreement with the Arizona Board
of Regents Policy and the University Handbook for Appointed Personnel, I think

we should work to change those documents since they were developed before many

of these issues became important.

"Then we come to the areas where there has been the greatest discussion with

Dr. Wilkening's office and the University Attorney's office, and that gets into

areas of jurisdiction:

Who should review these problems or accusations?

What specific procedures should be instituted?

What types of recommendations should come from such a committee?

Should the committee risk forewarning the individual of the possible
sanctions, or is it sufficient to leave that in with the guidelines?
Should the committee be able to recommend dismissal, or say that the

charges are of sufficient magnitude that this should lead to dismissal?

Or is this interfering with the committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure

(CAFT) procedures, because CAFT is really supposed to deal with dismissal
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issues?
Should the committee be under CAFr? Or should it be an independently
standing committee?
What's the relationship to the Code of Conduct procedures?

"These are rather difficult issues. I think we've corre around to a general
view on them, but certain very specific language will have to be drafted. And
then, what types of conflict of interest are there? In the federal procedures
there are two steps in the investigation process: An inquiry to determine
whether the charges are in any way founded, and only when the inquiry indicates
there is sufficient reason to investigate is the federal agency notified. And
what are the differences between the inquiry procedures? What can the inquiry
procedure do that the investigative procedure can't do, and so on.

"I would like just to list the issues. You may very well come up with addi-
tional suggestions that we haven't thought of. So, the due process issue, the
relation to CAFT, the types of recommendations this committee should promul-
gate, the types of sanctions, and there's another issue the University Attorney
brought up and that relates to who is the prosecutor: Who is really prosecut-
ing these charges? The faculty? The informant? Exactly who is prosecuting or
is it necessary to have a prosecutor at all? Perhaps we should not have a
prosecutor and we should just look at facts and have the committee determine
whether the facts are as stated. And how does one prevent retaliation against
the whístle-blower? How does one restore the reputation of the individual
accused where the charges are groundless or even malicious?

"Going from there to the specific issues, let me give you an idea of what we
will be covering. First of all, the issue of 'research fraud' which is
currently 2.13.09, Ethics in Research. That would be incorporated in the

University Handbook for Appointed Personnel. The next would be a motion to
create the University Committee on Ethics and Couuuitment (UCEC), and such a
committee needs to be defined. Then we can discuss where that committee is
best placed in terms of its structure and where it reports. Finally, the
Conflict of Commitment policy and the Facilities Misuse policy would go into
the University Handbook, in section 2.06, which deals with Consulting or
Outside fl-nployment. We felt the language of the Conflict of Comm itrnent policy
would then be interwoven with the language in section 2.06. The language of
Facilities Misuse would have to be separate, because there is really nothing
that deals with this subject. There is an additional factor that has come in
within the past year or so, and that is the change in the Arizona statutes
which now allows situations which previously were considered conflicts of
interest, and really is an attempt to stimulate Technology Transfer. So that
the stimulus to Technology Transfer carries with it the other side of the coin,
and that is that protections have to be put in place so that facilities are not
usused and that faculty members do not have commitments which could lead to
graduate students not being able to publish their research, secrecy, and lack
of coiuuunication among scientists.

"Maybe we can go to some of the issues. Let's start with the creation of the
contuittee. The inclinations of the Research Policy Coiiuiittee are that this
committee should be free-standing. It would probably be acceptable to us to
have it as a distinct subcommittee of CAFT, but not answerable to CAFT. The
coIuittee sees some real conflicts. Maybe we should discuss the committee

structure, and I would like to request Senator Hetrick's thoughts on this
issue.
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Senator iletrick: "It seems to me that while it's possible, in certain cases,
to determine jurisdiction, in general it's really a different area of interest
and procedures would be very different. The question of due process is
important and aithouh there are similarities, I would worry about the
different kinds of procedures. From my personal viewpoint and experience, I

think a separate committee is a more desirable situation."

Senator Wilkening: "There are two reasons why FT miqht be appropriate, hut
once you create a new committee, then you have to have procedures, and it sens
indicated that some of the sanctions are so serious that very deliberate
procedures should be attached to this committee. We do have pretty qood
procedures for CAFT, so you might want to do that separately. That was one of
the concerns. The other: My impression of the charge to AFT is that it has a
rather general charge to deal with these issues that are raised by one faculty
mnber against another, arid that is tylDically the kind of situation described
with respect to research fraud issues. The federal guìdelines, however,
require some kind of tables and other types of mostly timetables that CAFT
presently does have. I don't know exactly the best way to call this thing, but
those are the two issues."

Senator Witte: 'Reqarding this particular point, we have already developed
procedures which we shared with you and I've given a copy to Elizabeth Buchanan
which gives the details; we have not incorporated them into this document, but
we have the detail to process safeguards based on CAFT. There is the addi-
tional aspect of the whistle-blower and confidentiality which does not really
enter into CAFT. It's not a peer review board, it's not selective in the way
that faculty really has a major participation in it, and also, faculty dis-
honesty is not in the Code of Conduct. Certainly, types of dishonesty are, but
not the types that we would be dealing with."

Senator Paolanus: "why should this not be a standing corrmittee of the Faculty
Senate?" Senator Witte: "That's I think what we're really proposing." Our
original proposal is for it to be a standinq committee of the Faculty Senate.
If it is a CAFT committee, then it would not be a committee of the Faculty
Senate. As you know, it would be a faculty-elected committee. There is some
advantage to that, but I am not sure the advantages aren't outweighed by the
probln of putting it under cAFT."

Senator Hetrick: "I would like to add one corrment. ile the OAFT charge
includes the possibility of hearing a canplaint by one faculty member against
another one, the procedures there simply do not work in the context of whistle-
blowers. It's an entirely different situation. And by havinq this part of
AFT I'm afraid the possibility for confusion will be rather great."

Senator ilkeninq: "Sator Witte described that there are really two parts
required in an ìnquiry: there is the investigation, a more deliberate process,
and you are trying to decide on the sanctions. So there are really two
different parts and I don't think CAFT should do both parts, frankly. But I
think that they would be appropriate for the last part."

Senator Witte: "But the last part also involves protection of the whistle-
blower, although it will not involve confidentiality any more, but it would
protect aqaínst retaliation. The accused's due process is going to have to
take precedence over the confidentiality of the whistle-blower. In terms of
the due process issues, I don't think that they are goinq to be a major problem
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because we will incorporate protections under cFT. The inquiry procedure is
an effort to prevent a false charge from getting any further than just that.
Then how about the issue of sanctions? The federal guidelines include a whole
list of types of sanctions but basically they're reafly not university sanc-
tions; they are the federal agency sanctions, such as a letter of reprimand, or
that the grant can be terminated, or that they appoint somebody to oversee the
grant. The sanctions the coitanittee could recommend would be anything from a
letter of reprimand to possible dismissal, or that the public has to be noti-
f ied. Is there discussion, then, on how the committee relates to recommended
sanctions and to CAFT's subsequent procedures regarding recommendations against
the faculty?"

Hearing no comment, Senator Witte said, "We'll proceed along our best
instincts. Again, I don't really think there's a major difference of opinion
with the University Attorney, and I don't think Senator Wilkening has a major
problern with this, so we'll just come up with some specific language. How
about the role of the prosecutor? I objected strenuously having the University
Attorney involved in any of this deliberation or activity other than possibly
some advice on qeneral procedural things, but nothing relating to the
specifics. Are there any comments?"

Senator Silverman: "I agree that the University Attorney should not be
involved in representing the coutnittee. I think that's a problen with CAFT,
because the attorneys consider themselves in conflict if the matter ever goes
beyond the University level into court. I just think it works out better when
they're not involved because at some point they may end up representing the
institution." At the same time, if you allow legal counsel for the accused,
it's very difficult to ask a group of people to really do a fair hearing when
there's counsel on one side and no counsel on the other. It forces the hearing
people to have to take that role, and it presents a conflict. Once you allow
legal counsel for the accused, there's some way you have to provide, and maybe
the University has to exnd money to hire attorneys to represent the other
side."

Senator Andreas: "It seems to me that in an educational environment, we can do
educational fact-finding without qetting into the prosecutorial kind of role.
It seems to me that that would be a healthier model because this is an inquiry
to find out what in fact did occur. Due process guarantees can still be there,
even in a fact finding arena." Senator Witte: "I think the problem enters in
the investigative coiuuittee because the most crucial determination is did the
fraud take place and is it serious. Now, one could do that as a fact-finding
matter, but it's going to have to he viewed as an incredible destructìon, in
many instances, of a person's reputation. It could be justified and it could
be unjustified. Therefore, the protection has to be at the level where facts
are being found ir ue process type of procedure. Recause this is much worse
than a dismissal because, generally this is determining whether that person's
reputation is going to be destroyed. How about the issue of dismissal? Our

strong feeling is that this is not the kind of recommendation which comes out
of this committee. The most that should come out of it is determining the
facts and the seriousness of the nature of that."

Dr. Hasselmo: "First of all, let me say that I really welcome this discussion
because these are very important issue, and it is very important that we do
establish policies that make absolutely no bones about what the University's
stand on these issues are, and that we also have them, and do not have to
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devise in an ad hoc manner the procedures in Diace. I think that the point
that Senator Wilkeninq made is very important about perhaps seratìnq the two
stages, and the question of dismissal, for example. I wonder if we are not
best served if we have a single, unified structure within the University, that
is CTFT, to take action on such very, very serious disciplinary actions. I
would hope that the comiiittee in looking at the procedures would still take
into consideration the role that CAFT does !ave as the central rrchanisrn for
faculty to adjudicate matters that pertain to faculty. The current policy, of
course, requires that if dísmissal is going to be considered, that CFT has to
hold a hearing and so forth, and I think that rather than duplicating those
kinds of procedures, that CAFT probably ought to be the mechanism. What
haopens at the earlier stages, I think, is certainly open for consideration.
And there are reasons, I think, why CAFT may not be the appropriate mechanism
for those very preliminary stages. We are concerned about duplication of
orocedures because as most of you who have been involved in these processes
know, wo tend to get snarled sometimes in our own procedures and it's awfully
easy to miss some steps. This is why I n very eager to keep as unified and
simple a structure for these matters as possible»'

Senator Ewbank: "While we are talking about the average procedures and
presumed successes of cAFT, it should be kept in mind that at least over the
last five or six years there have been a number of times when the
recommendations of CAFT have been rejected or modified as they have gone
through the adrnìnistration, and there has been at least one instance when the
request of CAFT for faculty members to cooperate has been altogether cordially
ignored by certain methbers of the faculty, so we have a possibilíty of the
stated procedural existing organizaUon which we might need to shore up in some
way or to establish a distinct kind of procedure here which might be cooperated
with in every instance by members of the faculty and might have reconutendations
that were more usually more customarily accepted than rejected."

Senator Witte: "What I'd like to do is take a straw vote or just have a
consensus here that there's general support for the creation of such a
comaittee; whether that committee would be a subcommittee of CAFT or not
perhaps we will come back to at the next meeting. And whether the issues of
Facilities Misuse and Conflict cf Coitnitment should be dealt with."

Dr. Rehm asked for a show of hands in the matter of the establishment of the
University Corrmittee on Ethics and Cormiitment. The showing was favorable. On

the Conflict of Counitment policy, The show of hands in favor indicated a great
deal of support, and no hands were raised in response to the call for
opposition. On the Facilities Misuse Policy, the show of hands in favor
indicated a great deal of support. No hands were raised in response to the
call for opposition. On the Research Fraud Policy, the show of hands in favor
ìndicated a great deal of supoort, and no hands were raised in response to the
call for opposition.

Senator Witte said her corirnittee would return for further discussion, possibly
at the March meeting.

ANNUAL REPORT FROM THE INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT: Dr. Rehm intro-
duced the Associate Director of Intercolleqiate Athletics, Robert Bockrath.
Mr. Bockrath said that Dr. Dempsey was unable to attend the meeting because of
a medical problem, but he had asked Mr. I3ockrath to let the Senate know he
would be happy to come later this spring if the Senate wished. He introduced
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Dr. Mary Roby, Associate Athletic Director for Sports Programs; John Perrin,
Assistant Athletic Director for Finance; and Gayle Hopkins, Assistant Athletic
Director for Student Athlete Services. Mr. í3ockrath said he would coiment on
the report, which had been sent to Senators with the agenda material, and then
woulci be hanpy to respond to questions. He noted that tnis rst year was a
banner year in intercollegiate athletics: the year started with a fund balance
of approximately $300,000 and ended with a fund balance of around $842,000. He

added that a balance of around $450,000 was projected for the end of the 1987-
88 fiscal year. Reductions to the $842,000 balance included a capital project
now underway, as well as other capital itns, and the fact that this year's
football schedule was sucn that the revenues were down a little compared to
other years. He said that Intercollegiate Athletics is pleased with their
financial situation. This year they averaqed over 46,000 paid admissions in
football, and they anticipated this will continue to improve in future years,
due to scheduling. The 46,000 paid was a record for the University. Next

year, he said, eight home games are scheduled, including USC, UCLA, Arizona
State and Texas Tech, all expected to be heavy draws. In 1989, seven home
games are scheduled and include USC, UCLA, Oklahoma, Washington, and Stanford.
He added that Intercollegiate Athletics is trying to improve the level of
competition in terms of the home schedule, and in the 1990s a Big Ten opponent
will be visiting Tucson nearly every year. He cited the basketball program and

its success. 'IV revenue is a vital source of income, he said, and IV revenue
should improve next year. He said the department is frequently asked why they
aren't on television more, adding that one of the reasons is that you almost
have to prove yourself first before you get that opportunity.

In the past, he said, a report on athletic team grade point averages has been
presented. He expressed regret that the department was unable to provide that
data at this time. He said the Registrar's Office was contacted early last
week, and it will be available later. He asked Senate permission to forward
that information as part of an addendum.

Senator Figler said that if we were having such a banner year, why is the cost
of student tickets beinq raised, and what is the rationale behind the increase?

Mr. Bockrath: "For the same reason that we make a lot of adjustments in what
we charge people to come to our games. We haven't had a student increase in
tickets since 1981 in football. We felt it would be fair at this point to ask
for a moderate increase in keeping with our costs."

Senator Estein asked if Intercollegiate Athletics had considered reinstatinq
some sports dropped in leaner years. Mr. Bockrath said the department had
considered creating a policy that would enable them to expand the sports pro-
gram as money becomes available, and as interest warrants it. It had been
suLtnitted to the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee; when it is returned to the
department, they would be ready to act on it. He said some club sports had
requested a move to varsity sport status, hut the departient believed it should
have a set of policies that clearly set out guidelines for achieving that
status and which would, hopefully, avoid the problem of discontinuance sometime
in the future.

Senator Silverman asked why the Intercollegiate Athletic Department needed an
$800,000 fund balance. Mr. Bockrath: "You'll recall a few years ago, we
didn't have a fund balance; we had a fund deficit, a rather significant fund
deficit, and we are just getting out of that hole so that we will be in a
positive position financially at the end of the fiscal year. What looks good
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now didn't look the same way three years ago. Unfortunately our revenues are
based on the success or failure rates of some of our ternas, two of them par-
ticularly: football and basketball. It's sometimes hard to predict the
success rates. It's also fair to say that over the past four to five years, we
have cut back considerably on certain items that we felt were important for the
department, and not necessarily because we didn't have the resources to do it.
I'm talking particularly about the capital kinds of improvements. We've
virtually done nothing but emergency type capital improvements up until this
year. y having a positive fund balance at the end of the year, it enables us
to honefully catch up with some of the things we've put off over the past five
years. I suspect that while we have a very good looking fund balance at this
point in titre, that this will tend to go back to more of a balanced situation
in the years to come as we try to get cauqht up on what we postponed over the
previous years."

Senator Swairn: "I have a question about the student fee assessment of approxi-

mately $35 per student. I'm very curious. I noticed that it provides 9 1/2

percent of the income. Is there any correlation between the amount of money
that is raised from the student body as a whole and the percentage of the
tickets allotted to students in McKale? A number of my students greatly regret
not being able to go to the bassketball games, and I wonder on what basis the
number of student tickets are assigned."

Mr. Bockratn: "About four years ago, we sold a total of zero student
basketball season tickets. e are trying to build up the student interest, but

the problem is solely capacity. At the sarre time, we've had good interest on

the part of the public." Mr. Perrin: "In basketball, we allocated 2,500 seats
out of 13,000, or approximately 20 percent, and in football, 11,500 out of
52,000, or about 20 percent."

Senator Carranza said that one of the cirnents made after the lAC agreed to an
increase in student tickets was that the increase was based on operational
costs. He had noted this year that, with the increased operating costs, the
cheerleaders were not funded, presenting a serious drain on ASUA funding for
clubs and organizations. Since operating costs were the jutification for the
increase in ticket prices, he said, did the Athletic Department foresee assist-
ing with cheerleader funding? Nr. Bockrath: "We do, indeed, fund the cheer-

leaders." Mr. Perrin: "We donate sorne of the component. We transfer so much
money into ASUA, and I'm pretty sure it's $25,000. ve've done that for club
snort activities, and I assume you are a part of that. In addition to that, we

do, in house, support the cheerleaders through fund-raising activities and
offer them administrative support. They have their own professional f und-
raising activities which we coordinate and help them with." Senator Carranza:
"As a point of clarification, as the chief financial officer for ASUA, it's
never been indicated to me that the Athletic Department transfers $25,000. A

certain amount of student reallocation is transferred to us that has never been
identified as anything other than student reallocations. The amount that club

sports gets is directly determined by Student Senate and the financial officers
within ASUA. Clarification is needed, cause we are under the impression that
Associated Students club money entirely funds that organization. Another point

I'd like to make is that with the $35 student fee, it's hard for ire to under-
stand why ticket prices will go up. The philosophical base should be that
tickets should remain as low as possible for students, especially when you have

a carry-over. In times of need, that's the point at which you adjust your

student ticket prices. Related to that matter is the point of Senator Swaim's
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question, that approximately 20 percent of seating is allocated to students.

That's an issue I'd like to see further addressed with the Athletic Department

in terms of representation fiscally and seating wise."

Senator Peterson said it seemed to him that students are being charged a lot

for very little. According to this report, over a million dollars a year is
being garnered from student fees, and only 20 percent are able to attend foot-

ball and basketball games. He wondered what the other 80 percent get for their

$35.

Senator Silverman said that last year, when Dr. Dempsey presented the annual

report, the drug testing program had been discussed. He said he had been one
of the individuals who raised an objection to it, and he would be interested in

learning the status of that program. Mr. Bockrath said the same drug testinq

program is in effect that has been in existence for several years. "The

program has been, in our judqment, successful. I administer the program, and

I've had not a single complaint regarding this test from a single athlete since

we've tested for druqs. I can also say that the tests have come out extra-
ordinarily well, much better than what we had anticipated, and I think part of

that reason ìs because of the threat, if you will, of drug testing and possible

expulsion and not being able to participate in ari event or as part of a team."

Senator Silverman: "I guess my gesture last year didn't go very far, so I'm
not sure what the purpose would be to object, but I do object. I think that

you can't judge a program because student athletes do not object. I'm sure

there are, unfortunately, people who don't feel comfortable objecting. Unless

there is some indication a particular athlete is on drugs and placing someone

else in danger because of it, and there is some cause for it, I would object to

any involuntary testing program, just as I would object if it were faculty

members, cheerleaders, band members." He moved (motion 87/88-29) that the

Senate go on record in objecting to an involuntary drug testing program of

athletes. That motion was seconded.

Mr. Bockrath said that it seemed inappropriate to move on this matter until

there has been a chance to talk about it, debate it, and spend sorne time on it.

He was not sure this was the right time, but he would be happy to return at

another time to talk about the program from Intercollegiate Athletics' point of

view. Senator Silverman agreed, noting that he believed it would be appro-

priate to let the motion be discussed at the March meeting so that people may

be better prepared to discuss it. Senator Goetinck moved (motion 87/88-30)

that Senator Silverman's motion be tabled until the March meeting. That motion

was seconded and approved.

YEAR TWO 0F THE SERIALS REVIEW PROGRAM: Senator Phipps said that because the

Library is in the middle of its second year review of all serials, and faculty

input into the decision-making process is vital, she wanted to provide some

background information on costs. As part of her presentation, Senator Phipps
showed slides regarding the status of market pricing of serial publications.

One of the national trends occuring is international conglomerates and foreign

publishing firms are buying up U.S. publishing firms at an astounding rate, and

scholarly publishing is being concentrated more and more among a very small

group of publishers. A few companies are publishìnq hundreds and hundreds of

journals within the various disciplines, she said, representing very respected

journals within the different fields; only two are U.S. publishers. Prices

over tne last four years have continued to rise, and the fluctuating U.S.

dollar has been a part of the problem. Senator Phipps said the only conclusion
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is there is a great difference between actual inflation, the fluctuating
dollar, and actual costs of periodicals.

Senator Phipps said the Library has reviewed the second third of serial titles
and lists are being prepared and sent to concerned departments. All lists will
be on reserve in the Main and Science Libraries. The subjects covered this
year are: General Periodicals, Philosophy, Psychology, History, Archeoloqy,
Biography, Geography, Social Sciences, Economics, Finance, Political Science,
Music, Literature, Technology, Photography, Oriental Studies and the Centrai
Reference Collection. Responses are being requested by March15. Cancellation
lists must be provided to vendors by June. She said the library is working
with groups within the American Library Association and the Association of
Research Libraries to gather data in order to analyze the problem and to
attempt to negotiate with publishers and demonstrate the impact on the
scholarly communication system. She said this latter effort has been
relatively unsuccessful so far, and she doesn't think the end of this cycle of
continuing increases in serial publications is in sight.

Senator Phipps said it is imxrtant that faculty and aninistrators are aware
of the problem, because they publish their work in these journals and belong to
associations which could join with library associations in bringing this
problem to the attention of the publishers.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER 5 REVISIONS (UHAP): Senator Jones said the changes in
Chapter 5, proposed by the Academic Personnel Policy Committee, are indicated
by strike through of original wording; inserts are indicated by bold-faced
caps. One notable exception, he said, rection 5.09, Guidelines for Five-
Year Reviews of Deans and Department Heads: the entire section is new to this
document and should have been bold-faced. He said the Senate has seen and
approved these Guidelines hefore. Chapter 5 is scheduled for appearance on the
March agenda, and he hoped the Senate would be able to vote on it at that tinE.

rp meeting adjourned at 4:52 p.m.

George W. Ridge, Jr., Secretary

MOTIONS APPROVED BY THE SENATE FEBRUARY i, 1988:

87/88-28 Approval of Curriculum i?ulletin Vol. 12, No. 6, after deletion of
some items.

87/88-29 Motion objecting to involuntary drug testing.
87/88-30 Approval to table action on motion 87/88-29 until the March meeting.

ITEMS SCHEDULED FOR ACTION AT MARCH MEETING:
Discussion and action on Technoloqy Transfer policies.
Motion 87/88-29 re Involuntary Drug rpsting.
Discussion and action on revisions to Chapter 5, UHAP.

MATERIAL ATTACHED TO THESE MINUTES:
None (the Annual Report of the Senate Representative to the Intercollegiate
Athletics Committee and the Annual Report of the Intercollegiate Athletics
Department will be distributed after certain material can be appended).




